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WITH THE...

EXTREME FETISH ISSUE

WHIPS & CHAINS ARE FOR PUSSIES!

GET HARDCORE WITH
PANTY SNIFFIN’ & TIGER BLOOD

PLUS! EXOTIC MAGAZINE GOES HOLLYWOOD!
BLUSH
GENTLEMEN'S CLUB

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN, ONE MILE
SOUTH OF THE ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE
OPEN MON - FRI 11AM-2:30AM,
SAT 12PM-2:30AM, SUN 4PM-2:30AM

BEAUTIFUL EXOTIC
DANCERS FROM
ALL OVER THE WORLD

FULL BAR  •  FULL MENU
LOTTERY GAMES
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BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES
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DAILY AUDITIONS
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$4.95
16 OZ. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

5145 SE McLoughlin Blvd.
503-236-8559

NO COVER CHARGE!

Exotic
Covergirl
Simone

HAPPY HOUR!
4PM - 7PM
DAILY!
JOIN US AT CLUB ROUGE FOR A PARTY AFTER EVERY TRAIL BLAZERS HOME GAME
JÄGERMEISTER SPECIALS & THE HOTTEST DANCERS IN PORTLAND!

ABSOLUT PARTY!
JOIN US EVERY SUNDAY FOR AN ABSOLUT PARTY!
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL ABSOLUT FLAVORS, ABSOLUT GEAR GIVEAWAYS AND THE GORGEOUS DANCERS YOU'VE COME TO EXPECT FROM CLUB ROUGE!

SMELL THE MONEY!!!
SHEENA G TAKES OVER CLUB ROUGE FOR ONE NIGHT IN APRIL!
COME TO CLUB ROUGE ON THURSDAY, APRIL 21ST AND JOIN US FOR A UNIQUE COMPETITION ONLY SHEENA G COULD PULL OFF.
WATCH YOUR FAVORITE ROUGE GIRL COMPETE IN A STAGE COMPETITION THAT WILL INCLUDE THEMED SETS, MONEY EVERYWHERE AND BEAUTIFUL NAKED WOMEN! THERE WILL BE PRIZES AND SPECIALS ALL NIGHT LONG, SO COME PARTY WITH US AT YOUR FAVORITE GENTLEMEN'S CLUB.

Club Rouge
A Gentlemen's Lounge

403 SW STARK • PORTLAND, OR 97204 • (503) 227-3936
(At the Corner of SW 4th & Stark) MySpace.com/ClubRougePDX • ClubRougePDX.com
Cabaret I
Downtown at 5th & Burnside
OPEN 3PM-2:30AM DAILY
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-7PM
503 W. BURNSIDE • (503) 525-4900
COVERED PATIO WITH SEATING FOR 50+

Cabaret II
SE Stark & 176th
OPEN 3PM - 2:30AM DAILY
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-9PM
17544 SE STARK • (503) 252-3529

more than
just a
stripclub!

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS AD!
Come Warm Up With Our Sexy Girls...
...Where It’s Always Hot And Wet!

HOT TOY SHOW SPECIALS!

LOWEST HOUSE FEES IN TOWN!

Featuring: Asia, Brooke, Cameron, Gwen, Haley, Heather, Jenna, Jersey A.K.A. Sara, Jordan, Julia, Kelly, Mia, Peyton, Reckless Rachel, Sarah, Skye, Stacy, Tatianna, Tracie, Vanessa, Vanity, Zoey and Lots More!

Now Hiring HOT Models Call 503-285-5058

Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous

portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

12503 SE Division #C • 503-285-5058

www.brittanissecretrendezvous.com

NEWLY REMODELED • Upscale and Clean

ATM INSIDE • OPEN 24 HOURS
HAPPY HOUR
7AM-7PM

JODY’S BAR & GRILL
PORTLAND’S ONLY TOPLESS SPORTS BAR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7AM-2:30AM

12035 NE GLISAN • 503.255.5039

WEDNESDAYS ARE LADIES’ NIGHT
MARGARITA, RUM & COKE AND BEER SPECIALS FOR THE LADIES

THIRSTY THURSDAYS
EXTENDED HAPPY HOUR
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT TACOS $2

12 OZ. NEW YORK & RIBEYE
FULL STEAK BREAKFASTS AND DINNERS $12.75

$2.75 DAILY BREAKFAST
AND LUNCH SPECIALS

NOW HIRING ENTERTAINERS
CALL KATHY TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS @ 503-415-1302

CHECK OUT OUR NEW
NIGHTLY SPECIALS 9PM - 11PM!
Boom Boom Burlesque Revue

THURSDAY NIGHTS AT 10PM

Hosted by 3-1/2 foot Mini - Emcee Nik Sin
Special Feature Acts Berlin & Tana The Tattooed Lady
Magic by Reed McClinchey

TEXAS HOLD 'EM POKER
GAMES AVAILABLE EVERY DAY & NIGHT

THE ALL-NEW BOOM BOOM ROOM

ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND!
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD • 503-244-7630 • OPEN DAILY 11AM - 2:30AM

FOR DANCER AUDITIONS EMAIL BOOMDANCERS@GMAIL.COM OR TEXT 503-919-8644 • WWW.MYSPACE.COM/REALBOOMBOOMROOM
NEW MENU

GREAT BEER & COCKTAIL SPECIALS

HAPPY HOUR
MON - FRI
2PM - 5PM

OPEN 2PM - 2:30AM DAILY  1008 SE HAWTHORNE BLVD  503-232-9516
WWW.HAWTHORNESTRIP.COM • WWW.MYSPACE.COM/HAWTHORNESTRIP

NEW LIVE MODELS!

CALL FOR MORE INFO
503-493-3943

Phoenix

AND MANY MORE MODELS!
MODEL HOURS
NOON - 11PM
MON - SAT

EXOTIC NIGHTS BOOKS
Adult Novelty & DVDs
5620 NE MLK Blvd.

Take Your Initial Alcohol Server Education Class & Exam Online!

$21 Class Fee

OLCC
Approved Online Class
Moment’s Notice Oregon Testing
Online Training Available 24/7

www.asepdx.com
Weekly Specials

Sunday S.I.N.
Happy hour prices all day with OLCC card

Construction Worker Wednesday
Happy hour prices all day with business card

Smoking Deck Available!

NOW AUDITIONING DANCERS

Check out our new website
www.bottomsuppdx.com

OPEN @ NOON 7 DAYS A WEEK
16900 NW HWY 30 (503) 314-9514
JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND

Photography by Doug@rotironfantasy.com
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George’s
DANCIN’
BEAR
BARE

8440 N INTERSTATE AVE · PORTLAND, OR 97217
503-285-9073 · OPEN EVERY DAY 11:30AM-2:30AM

NASCAR EVERY SUNDAY ON 5 TVs

$2.75 MIXED DRINKS AND
$3 DRAFTS ALL DAY, EVERY DAY

BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY

HOME OF THE $5 RIBEYE STEAK DINNER

CHECK OUT OUR NEW VEGAS-STYLE DANCES IN OUR PRIVATE DANCE AREA!

WATCH FOR NAKED CHICKS ON OUR MECHANICAL BULL!
Mystic Gentlemen's Club
9950 SE Stark St. • 503-477-9523
Corner of 59th & Washington • 2 blocks off I-205
MON-FRI 9AM-2:30AM & SAT-SUN 7AM-2:30PM
NEW APPETIZER MENU & SPECIALS AVAILABLE!

- FULL LIQUOR BAR! DAILY FOOD SPECIALS!
- 14 BEERS ON TAP • DRINK DEALS FROM OPEN-5PM
- HAPPY HOUR FOOD SPECIALS FROM 4PM-7PM DAILY
- VIP ROOM W/ SEMI-PRIVATE STAGE AND PLASMA TV
- CORPORATE, BACHELOR AND BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES
- 3 STAGES, FULL BAR, FULL MENU, LOTTERY GAMES, NO COVER!
- MEN, WOMEN AND COUPLE FRIENDLY
- BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY • $5 STEAK DINNER

APRIL SHOWERS
THURSDAY, APRIL 21 @ 9PM
2-GIRL SHOWER STAGE!
DRINK AND FOOD DEALS!

FALCO’S PUB
503-477-9628 • DAILY 11AM - 2:30AM

>> $5 STEAK DINNER

>> 8 TVS AND 1 BIG SCREEN TV
WATCH BLAZER GAMES ON THE BIG SCREEN!

>> POOL TABLES, DART BOARDS, GAMES
POOL LEAGUES AND TOURNAMENTS

>> FULL BAR & FULL MENU • WITH BREAKFAST ALL DAY

>> KAMIKAZE KARAOKE • THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR BEAUTIFUL, CLASSY ENTERTAINERS
CALL (503) 477-9523 TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION

Mystic Welcomes
DJ SUGAR
EVERY MONDAY &
TUESDAY NIGHT!

www.mysticpdx.com
www.myspace.com/mysticgentlemensclub
Inspired by the incredible true story of producer Christopher Mallick’s (owner of ePassporte) business success in the early days of the World Wide Web, Middle Men tells the story of three everyday guys who got rich quick by figuring out a better way to jack off. Told in an almost Casino-style narrative, this flick brilliantly portrays the story of porn, money, crime and the Internet in the ’90s.

At the dawn of the 21st century, porn merchants had a whole new marketplace ripe for the picking with the rise of the Internet. This whole new marketing world opened up before their eyes almost before they knew what to do with it. It was a vehicle that could bring porn home, on demand, 24/7 with the simple click of a mouse. From the moment a man figures out his hand can reach his cock, he’s figuring out a new way to pull on it. Every ten seconds, he has some sick and perverted thought racing through his head, so it’s no surprise that today the internet porn industry has become so successful. It rakes in over 57 billion dollars a year worldwide and all the while no one even wants to admits they’re watching it.

Middle Men is the story of Jack Harris (Luke Wilson), who’s a respectable family man from Houston with a talent for fixing people’s business problems. After saving a struggling nightclub in Los Angeles, Jack is introduced to two drugged-out yet brilliant head cases, Wayne Beering (Giovanni Ribisi) and Buck Dolby (Gabriel Macht) by sleaze-ball attorney, Jerry Hagerty (James Caan). Buck (who has an IQ of 187) was fired from NASA after one too many cocaine-fueled rides in the zero gravity chamber. He’d also been dismissed as a veterinarian for scheduling unnecessary dog surgeries in an attempt to fulfill his raging addiction to canine barbiturates. Once he moves to LA to hang out with his childhood friend Wayne, the two inadvertently come up with the idea for the Internet’s first third-party billing system while on a bender. By scanning pages from their personal stash of porn, they created the Internet’s first pay-for-porn site, billed at $9.99 a month. Within 30 days, the profits were over $7,000. Once new memberships started to flat line, they realized their site needed new content and chose to pursue it in a Russian mob-affiliated strip club owned by the infamous Nikita Sokoloff (Rade Serbedzija). They took the mob boss on as a partner and shared a piece of their profits. After the new content hits the site, Wayne and Buck’s profits skyrocket to a whopping $25,000 a day.

With the overabundance of cash, lack of self-control and exorbitant substance abuse, they predictably fall out of favor with their Russian mob partners and are soon looking down the barrels of mob henchman’s guns. Jack comes to the rescue and attempts to set things straight with the Russians, but of course, things always seem to go wrong when negotiating with the mob, don’t they? With a shaky, temporary truce in place, Jack spins his magic on the business into the true inspirational twist of Middle Men. Rather than taking all the responsibility for providing the content themselves, they would connect the subscriber to the providers, and their company (aptly called 24/7 Billing) would enable the pornographic content to be billed anonymously so that God-fearing Christians could jack off without the fear of ever being exposed for the sinners they were. 24/7 Billing collected 10% of every transaction, and soon they were effortlessly amassing profit from nearly every porn site on the web that was using their billing service.

Jack gets drawn deeper into the alluring world of pornography and grows distant from his wife as he falls for rising porn star Audrey Dawns (Laura Ramsey). Soon after, Jack and Audrey are approached by Federal Agent Curt Allmans (Kevin Pollak), who explains to the pair that Audrey’s popular porn site has acquired quite the following in terrorist cells throughout Hamburg, Afghanistan and Pakistan. Jack convinces Audrey to cooperate with the feds when they request her to start doing specialized one-on-one cam shows that they suspect will appeal to the terrorists (no guy-on-girl stuff, these terrorists are big homophobes). The film gets quite brilliant in exposing the power and the pitfalls of internet porn usage. When Jack’s teenage son is busted hacking into the school computers to change his grades for a more desirable GPA, Jack confronts DA Frank Griffin (Kelsey Grammar) with a history of his internet subscriptions to services (such as tightyoungpussy.com) to resolve the conflict.

Luke Wilson puts on one of the strongest performances I’ve ever seen from him. Though at times, I had a hard time accepting him as such the badass he portrays in the film. The rest of the cast, while thoroughly amusing, was all rather cartoonish and more so just used as props to Wilson’s lead.

Middle Men is now available on BluRay and DVD through Paramount Pictures.
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NEW, UPSCALE DOWNTOWN GENTLEMEN'S CLUB

Spyce
GENTLEMEN'S

503-243-4646 • 33 NW 2ND AVE. • PORTLAND, OR 97209
(LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF 2ND AND COUCH)
MON-THU 6PM-2:30AM • FRI-SUN 3PM-2:30AM

Spyce Is
Now Twyce
As Nyce!

2 FLOORS • 3 BARS
40 GIRLS • 1 CLUB

SpyceClub.com

--- FRIDAYS ---
$9.99 STEAK & LOBSTER
FROM 3PM-9PM ONLY!
First and foremost, congratulations to Trinity from Riverside Sports Bar and Grill for winning PoleroticA and Elle from Lucky Devil Lounge, who was voted “Portland’s Sexiest Sex Industry Worker” recently by Mercury readers. It is so awesome to live in a city that embraces and celebrates it’s naked talent.

So, this lurid issue of Exotic is all about fetish—something that most seasoned strippers have plenty of experience with. Many strip club customers view the club as a place to safely explore a fetish interest. For dancers, accommodating these customers can be very lucrative. In my experience dancing, I’ve come across a few fellas (and ladies) who have asked me to indulge them...

It was a packed Saturday night at the club when the DJ announced my name. Most of the guys sitting stageside were part of a big bachelor party and they were piling money in front of their betrothed buddy to get him as much attention from the dancers as possible. I was dressed in a black PVC bra and panties and a black fishnet dress, wearing a thick chain around my neck and carrying a little crop. I had the DJ play some Ministry and vamped it up dominatrix-style. The bachelor’s friends loved it. “Get him! Spank him!” they said, pointing at the bachelor. I obliged by roughing him up a little bit, telling him “Bow down!” He turned red in the face, laughing, but embarrassed. His buddies were out to get him that night. I noticed a short, shy-looking guy with a shaved head sitting a few seats over. He was transfixed by what I was doing. His eyes were sparkling with interest.

When I emerged from the dressing room, short shy guy was waiting right by the door. “May I have a dance please?” he stuttered, looking at the floor. I towered above him. I’m 5’8, and that night I was wearing 5 inch black platform stiletto boots. As we walked into the private dance booth, he didn’t say a word. He quickly sat down and produced a $20 from his wallet. I started dancing, and when I put my boot over his shoulder and braced it on the wall behind him, he suddenly licked it. I was stunned and I didn’t move for a few seconds. He took this opportunity to continue licking my boot. I moved my foot, he pulled out $5 and let it fall to the floor. I danced for a few more songs, towering over him and playing the part with a scowl on my face. He never made eye contact with me. “Sit still!” I yelled at him. When a song ended, he’d move to get up and I’d say “What the fuck do you think you’re doing? I didn’t tell you to get up. Sit the fuck down.” More bills dropped to the floor. Finally, I relented. “Ugh. I’m tired of looking at you. Get out of my sight.” I growled. When he was done getting dances that night, he was smiling as he scurried off. The floor was littered with bills. He came into the club sporadically after that, but when he did we had a routine. He’d get dances and I’d boss him around while he licked my boots. It was really cathartic to yell at him too—especially if he came in on nights when I had some pent-up anger in need of release. “Shut up! Did I say you could talk to me? Give me another twenty. I’m not done with you yet.” I said. I enjoyed it so much, I have seriously considered a career as a dominatrix!

I’m certainly not the only dancer who has experienced these bizarre (and often lucrative) types of customers. One of the most common fetish customers we seem to get in the club are foot fetishists. These are the fellas who just love to see the arch of a lady’s foot nestled in a beautiful open toed heel, skin silky smooth and toenails perfectly painted. I’ve also heard of guys who really love the smell of them—especially after a dancer’s feet have been cramped into uncomfortable, hot boots, stifled by thick socks. Other guys tend to simply fixationate on one physical feature. The definition of “sexual fetishism” is “the sexual attraction to objects, body parts or situations not conventionally viewed as being sexual in nature.” So, I’m not talking about guys who simply prefer looking at butts versus breasts. I’m talking about the guys that drool over how many freckles and moles you have, or tell you there’s no need to undress in a private dance, but instead ask if you could drape your long hair over their faces. I once had a customer who told me jokes to make me laugh during dances just so he could see my teeth. He’d never look at my naked body writhing in front of him, he’d just stare at my mouth. Instead of being weirded out by these fetish requests, I see them as a fun challenge. I recognize that the interaction with me might be the only outlet for someone to explore an interest they might be shy or embarrassed to admit having to other people. I try not to judge or make them feel odd about their special requests and this approach is often met with a lot of customers showing appreciation through verbal praise and cold hard cash. As long as it’s something within the lines of the law, club rules and my own personal boundaries, it’s game on.

If you’re a strip club customer looking to explore a fetish, here are a few guidelines to help you find a stripper who will accommodate you:

- Don’t ask us to do anything illegal. No bueno.
- Expect to pay more. Asking us to do anything out of the norm is going to cost you extra. Politely negotiating a price is best.
- Don’t be shy, strippers have heard it all. You probably won’t shock us. Just put your request out there. If it’s something the dancer is not comfortable with, it’s appropriate to ask if she knows another dancer who might be interested. (Tip her for her help!)

Good luck!

P.S. Join me as I host a special 4/20 SIGN OF THE BEAST METAL BURLESQUE SHOW at Dante’s on Wednesday, April 20! Live metal bands and babes for your entertainment!
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When I received this assignment, there was one simple fact that made this film a selection we simply could not pass up reviewing: *Exotic* magazine was a major element of the plotline. *Cold Weather* (written, edited and directed by Portland’s own Aaron Katz) is a film that was featured in last year’s SXSW film festival and was made available to view in limited theatrical release in February. Filmed entirely in Portland, *Cold Weather* is labeled as a “humorous drama” that tells the story of a man who becomes entangled in the mystery of his ex-girlfriend’s disappearance.

After dropping out of college in Chicago while studying forensic science, Doug (Cris Lankerman) moves to Portland to live with his sister Gail (Trieste Kelly Dunn) and ends up in a dead-end job working the graveyard shift at an ice factory. It’s here, that he befriends co-worker Carlos (Raúl Castillo) who moonlights as a psychedelic-funk DJ. The two end up bonding when Doug shares his fascination for the stories of detective Sherlock Holmes. When Doug’s ex-girlfriend Rachel (Robyn Rikoon) arrives in town, he introduces her to his sister and Carlos at a poker game. The plotline accelerates when Rachel fails to show up for a buddy-date with Carlos a few days later.

Newly fascinated with Sherlock Holmes, Carlos immediately suspects foul play and sets the detective case in motion with Doug and Gail. Ironically enough, the inciting clue that unravels the mystery is a promotional flyer for *Exotic* magazine they find in the trash at Rachel’s abandoned room at the Crown Hotel. They pursue the investigation via xmag.com, where they discover that the girl on the flyer (Amanda Brooke) is actually Rachel. The story of a girl disappearing into a secret life as an exotic entertainer in Portland? Very accurate. Doug purchasing a shrink-wrapped copy of *Exotic* magazine at a mini market to assist in the investigation? Not so accurate. The plot takes several twists and turns in uncovering Rachel’s disappearance. One particularly amusing lead, reveals that the mysterious stranger at the core of the potential foul play is a photographer from *Exotic* who may be using desperate models as couriers for laundered money.

Throughout the film, you will enjoy the screen portrayal of our fair city. The gripping camera angles and cinematography captures Portland in all of its gloomy magnificence. Of course, it rains through 80% of the film. Local skylines and landscapes are beautifully scattered throughout *Cold Weather* and notable Stumptown landmarks such as the Bagdad Theater and Montage (the location of the story’s climax) make the film all that much more entertaining to the sightseeing Portlander in you.

At press time, *Cold Weather* is playing in a limited run at Living Room Theater (341 SW Tenth Ave) and Hollywood Theater (4122 NE Sandy Blvd).
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Doug purchasing a shrink-wrapped copy of Exotic magazine at a mini market to assist in the investigation? Not so accurate. The plot takes several twists and turns in uncovering Rachel's disappearance. One particularly amusing lead, reveals that the mysterious stranger at the core of the potential foul play is a photographer from Exotic who may be using desperate models as couriers for laundered money.

Throughout the film, you will enjoy the screen portrayal of our fair city. The gripping camera angles and cinematography captures Portland in all of its gloomy magnificence. Of course, it rains through 80% of the film. Local skylines and landscapes are beautifully scattered throughout Cold Weather and notable Stumptown landmarks such as the Bagdad Theater and Montage (the location of the story's climax) make the film all that much more entertaining to the sightseeing Portlander in you. At press time, Cold Weather is playing in a limited run at Living Room Theater (341 SW Tenth Ave) and Hollywood Theater (4122 NE Sandy Blvd).
**APRIL EVENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fri 1</th>
<th>Safari Showclub</th>
<th>April Fools’ Day Benefit Party for Chaos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon 4</td>
<td>Pallas Club</td>
<td>NCAA Championship Game on our 2 giant flat screens with $1 hot dogs &amp; crazy drink specials all night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri 8</td>
<td>Dante’s</td>
<td>Zeperella (female Led Zeppelin tribute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat 9</td>
<td>Dante’s</td>
<td>Death Angel with Stonecreeper, Excrutiatior &amp; Spellcaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stars Cabaret (Salem)</td>
<td>Motocross Mayhem with extreme giveaways including AMA Supercross tickets plus the Dirty Gurl Launch Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu 14</td>
<td>Lucky Devil Lounge</td>
<td>Portland Pin-Up of the Year Contest 2011 - open to all dancers with $500 in cash &amp; prizes, full page ad in Exotic magazine &amp; a pinup session with Ronnie Werner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri 15</td>
<td>Pallas Club</td>
<td>Monthly Friday Feature Night with Blaze &amp; Veeshah Hoffa (as seen on TruTV’s Full Throttle Saloon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun 17</td>
<td>Dante’s</td>
<td>Holy Grail (early show before Sinferno)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed 20</td>
<td>Dante’s</td>
<td>Sign of the Beast Metal Burlesque hosted by Vera Mysteria, Rocket &amp; Nik Sin featuring burlesque &amp; fire dancers with live metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Club 205</td>
<td>Covergirl Dance Contest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stars Cabaret (Beaverton)</td>
<td>Free prime rib with paid admission when you wear golf gear, putting contest &amp; cash prizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu 21</td>
<td>Mystic Gentlemen’s Club</td>
<td>April Showers with 2-girl shower stage shows plus food &amp; drink specials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Club Rouge</td>
<td>Sheena G’s Smell the Money Dance Contest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri 22</td>
<td>Dante’s</td>
<td>Dengue Fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat 23</td>
<td>Dante’s</td>
<td>Hell’s Belles (female AC/DC tribute) with Alabama Black Snake &amp; The Dirty Birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport)</td>
<td>Winning! The Party - Do it like Sheen does</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun 24</td>
<td>Mynt Gentlemen’s Club</td>
<td>Easter Sunday drink specials &amp; egg hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallas Club</td>
<td>Easter Sunday specials all day long with homemade deviled eggs, $3 breakfast specials &amp; Bloody Marys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri 29</td>
<td>Dante’s</td>
<td>Afroman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stars Cabaret (Beaverton)</td>
<td>Spring Fling - free admission when wearing summer clothes, a bikini or board shorts plus a wet t-shirt contest with cash prizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat 30</td>
<td>Dante’s</td>
<td>J Mascis with Black Heart Procession</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WEEKLY EVENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONDAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devils Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars Cabaret (Salem, Bridgeport)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TUESDAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Club 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucky Devil Lounge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heat** - 50¢ Slider Tuesdays

**WEDNESDAYS**

| Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) | Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm |
| Devils Point | 80s Night |
| Heat | Wahoo Wednesdays - Check out our famous beer specials from 8-10pm |
| Bottoms Up | Construction Worker Wednesdays with happy hour prices all day long with business card |
| Jody’s Bar & Grill | Ladies’ Night with rum & coke, margaritas & beer specials for the ladies |

**THURSDAYS**

| Boom Boom Room | The Boom Boom Burlesque Revue - hosted by 3’6” emcee Nik Sin with special feature acts Miss Berlin & Tana the Tattooed Lady plus magic by Reed McClintock |
| Jody’s Bar & Grill | Extended happy hour & all-you-can-eat for $2 |
| Devils Point | Rock ‘n’ Roll Thursdays |
| Heat | Double Trouble Thursdays with 2-girl shows and 50¢ tacos |

**FRIDAYS**

| Spyce Gentlemen’s Club | $9.99 steak & lobster from 3pm-9pm |

**SUNDAYS**

| Dante’s | Sinferno Cabaret |
| Club Rouge | Join us every Sunday for an Absolut Party with special prices on all Absolut flavors plus Absolut gear giveaways |
| Devils Point | World Famous Striptaraoke! |
Lucky Devil Lounge presents the...

Portland Pin-Up - Of The Year - Contest 2011

Thursday, April 14th @ 9pm

Open to all dancers

$500 in cash and prizes!

Full page ad for Lucky Devil in Exotic Magazine

Judged by celebrity judges & audience applause

Pin-Up session w/ Ronnie Werner

Applications available at Lucky Devil and online @ www.facebook.com/luckydevillounge

Lucky Devil Lounge • 633 SE Powell Blvd
(503) 206-7350 • Open 11am-2:30am 7 days a week

www.luckydevillounge.com

Now hiring talented entertainers 18 and over

Email pics and availability to shifts@dancerbooking.com
April Special $35 House Fee

Passionate Dreams
PRIVATE MODELING
82nd Ave, Location
6644 SE 82nd Ave - 503-254-4226
Monday 7pm - 7am
Tuesday 7am - 7pm
Thursday-Saturday 7pm - 7am

Autumn and Toxic

Autumn
For schedule, go to autobutt.com AUTUMN

Toxic
For schedule, go to autobutt.com TOXIC
BECAUSE... 
IN OUR EYES... 
BEAUTY IS EVERYTHING! 

JESSI 
Exclusively at 
Pussycat 
12503 SE Division C 
503-285-5058 
Open 24 Hours 

Tuesday: Day & Night 
Friday & Saturday: Nights 
(Call for additional schedule details or to schedule an appointment) 

JENNA 
Exclusively at 
Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous 
12503 SE Division #C 
503-285-5058 
Open 24 Hours 

Tuesday: Day & Night 
Friday & Saturday: Nights 
(Call for additional schedule details or to schedule an appointment) 

PORTLAND’S BEST KEPT SECRET IN PRIVATE LINGERIE MODELING 

www.BrittaniSecretRendezvous.com 
NEWLY REMODELED 
UPSCALE AND CLEAN • ATM INSIDE • OPEN 24 HOURS 

LOWEST HOUSE FEES IN TOWN!
The 1950s: The war was over and Eisenhower was elected president. Television was introduced into the American home. Fears of the atomic age of destruction were in the national collective consciousness and a major American city was firmly in the grips of vice, public corruption and racketeering. But, this isn’t the setting for a James Ellroy novel or the newest Xbox release from Rockstar Games. This was an everyday reality of post-war Portland. Long before there were athletic shoe empires and doughnuts topped with pork products, Portland’s reputation for harboring organized crime defined its image to the rest of the nation and caused enough of an uproar to gain the attention of some of the biggest names in twentieth-century American history.

Sophisticated illegal activity in the Beaver State area dates all the way back to the Oregon Trail and has been in the city of Portland since its founding in 1851. The Rose City provided cheap slave labor for Chinese trading ships with shanghaied sailors via downtown’s underground tunnel system. By the First World War, rampant prostitution dominated the areas around Chinatown and West Burnside. During prohibition, Portland became the predominant west-coast provider for Canadian whiskey and was reported to have over one-hundred speakeasies. The summit of Portland’s criminal history began to peak after WWII. In the late 40s, illegal gambling and prostitution were the most popular of the day’s vices. The Portland epicenter of these vices was the Pago Pago nightclub on East Stark Street. This Polynesian-themed establishment was among the most popular in the city—featuring world class jazz performers and the comedic stylings of a pre-

**ROSE CITY NOIR**

BY ANDREW ARBON
Rat Pack Sammy Davis, Jr. The most popular aspect of the Pago Pago was its second story gambling den known as the Surf Club that included a national mob-controlled racewire that allowed its patrons to illegally bet on horse races. The Pago Pago was owned by Al Winter, who began most of the gambling rackets in the city and had direct ties to famed LA gangster Bugsy Siegel, as well as the then unknown Mickey Cohen. Winter even attempted to set up high-profile illegal gambling dens in cooperation with Bugsy Siegel in St. John’s Landing in the late 1940s.

Al Winter split for Las Vegas in the early 50s, but his absence didn’t put an end to Portland’s racketeering problem. When the city of Portland took legitimate steps to take control of its crime syndicates, racketeers needed only to set up shop in Clackamas county (which had crime syndicates in Milwaukie and Oregon City) run by county kingpin Lonnie Logsdon. Logsdon had close associations with high-level criminals in Portland. Among these was convicted armed robbery suspect Jim (or “Big Jim”) Elkins, who relocated to Portland fresh out of Arizona State Penitentiary. Elkins initially ran half of the rackets in cooperation with Winter before he left. By 1953, Elkins ran a lucrative gambler racket and had a handful of high-level downtown brothels. He also partnered with the LA mob to take part in the drug trade of Mexican brown heroin, which was in high demand in the busy Jantzen Beach jazz clubs.

Lester Beckman would go to Chicago to supply Elkins and other racketeers with the top gambling devices of the day; pinball machines. But, these certainly were not the same kind of devices that would play these days at Ground Kontrol. The pinball machines of the 40s and 50s worked similarly to slot machines and video poker. In fact, pinball manufacturers would later put flippers on their machines to beat gaming ordinances and be legally defined as “games of skill” rather than “games of chance”. A good thirty years before the state lottery was initiated, it was unregulated pinball, slot machines and other gambling devices that could be bought privately with profits collected tax free by Elkins. However, Elkins and other organized criminals, used these devices as the basis for financial foundations of his rackets and didn’t hesitate in using force when problems arose collecting game machine profits.

Even the highest levels of city government were aligned with Portland’s criminal infrastructure. Portland mayor Earl Riley reportedly had a separate safe in his city hall office that was designated specifically for his illegally obtained kickbacks. Most of Portland’s pinball machines and gambling rackets were relatively unmolested by the Rose City’s boys in blue. Elkins himself, had some control over city businesses, and in 1952, he bribed the city council to appoint “Diamond Jim” Purcell as the Chief of Police. Purcell made his way through the ranks of the Portland PD with set-ups and bribes using the cooperation of the city’s high level pimps and car thieves—usually retrieving stolen vehicles planted by his associates in car theft rings. On any given day, Rose City’s finest could take up to sixty thousand dollars in payoffs (referred to as “smile money”) at police headquarters. The city’s first female mayor, Dorothy McCullough Lee (also known as “No Sin Lee” and “Dotty Do Good”), demanded a crackdown on Portland’s gambling and prostitution rackets in her 1952 re-election platform and made sure that the possibility for enforcing it. Purcell would take it upon himself to personally inform the city’s racketeers about police raids before they happened.

Mayor Lee was voted out of office in 1953 and in the rose City began to rise following her departure. The spike in criminal activity gave way to some unwanted competition for the city’s crime bosses. The tensions in Stumptown began to rise. After being released from federal prison for tax evasion, the now famous LA gangster Mickey Cohen became a frequent visitor to the Rose City. He could be seen in the city’s burlesque reviews and dance halls with the city slot machine and pinball provider, Lester Beckman and his nephew (future car dealership kingpin, Ron Tonkin). However, Cohen’s most trusted source for gambling in Portland was none other than “Big Jim” Elkins.

The newsroom at The Oregonian helped put a twisted spin on stories to keep the Portland mob scene in the shadows. The paper’s staff writers had also been receiving kickbacks, paid to them by the city’s mob bosses and dirty cops. However, this wasn’t the case with one determined Oregonian reporter, James Bur Miller. Miller attempted to work closely with Police Chief Purcell to uncover Portland’s seedy vice world. Purcell offered Miller honorary membership in the Footprinters Society, a fraternal organization for police officers and civic leaders (aka crime bosses) that held drunken meetings in the city’s burlesque theaters. They were becoming suspicious about information leaked out of the Portland PD and hoped to learn who Miller’s source was. Purcell had an associate arrange a meeting with Miller and Elkins at the Multnomah Hotel downtown, where Elkins attempted to give Miller a payoff. When he refused, Elkins coldly informed Miller that he and his entire family could end up being found dead floating in the Willamette.

Hot on the heels of Jim Elkins in the gambling rackets, was a man by the name of Stan Terry. Terry attempted to match Elkins with his own pinball syndicate. Elkins, however, would have his associates raid any establishment that carried gambling devices owned by Stan Terry. To take a strong hold on the Portland pinball syndicate, Elkins sought assistance with crime boss Mickey Cohen. It was there, that he was introduced to teamster boss Tom “Blubber” Mahoney. Elkins, and the characteristically obese Mahoney, created a worker’s union specifically for gambling device distributors and wrote the statutes to make sure that Stan Terry would be excluded. The pair presented their plan to Deputy Attorney candidate William Langley, who was already involved in the kickback system and hoped to see to it that their plan would pay off. Terry countered by petitioning the city of Portland to get rid of its gambling laws against pinball machines, which he claimed were unconstitutional. The problem for Elkins, was the fact that his own teamsters put most of their dirty money into his competitor’s pinball machines at the Mt. Hood Café, which was owned by Stan Terry. Elkins’ plan backfired and most of the city’s gaming devices ended up under the control of Terry.

Once Elkins no longer had the same authority he’d once possessed (and the Oregonian no longer received kickbacks or had to fear threats made by his syndicate), Oregonian writers Wallace Turner and William Lamb exposed the Portland Teamster scandal as front page news in April of 1956 and fully opened the floodgates of the hometown mob to thousands of unsuspecting Portlanders. Now that everyone involved was exposed, including the police chief, the district attorney and even the mayor, the bureaucrats down in Salem had to take Portland’s crime problems to the next level. That’s when the State Attorney General’s office issued over 100 high-level indictments.

These indictments caught the attention of the highest level of prosecutors, The Senate Rackets Committee. Its members subpoenaed DA Langley, Jim Elkins, Tom Mahoney, Joe McLaughlin and a number of Elkins’ associates to testify in front of a Senate jury panel. Elkins sat before a panel that included Arizona Republican and future presidential candidate Barry Goldwater, communist hunter Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin, as well as the only brothers to share the Senate floor; Robert Kennedy of New York and Massachusetts’ John F. Kennedy, who was gearing up for a 1960 presidential bid. Kennedy would make his way through the primary season ranks by clearing out the skeletons in the closet of his labor union voting base. If Kennedy could take down such a corrupt teamster racket as the one in Portland, he could confidently set his sights to take down national teamster leader, the infamous Jimmy Hoffa.

In the nationally televised hearing, Kennedy hoped for an incriminating testimony from Elkins that would expose his racket as being under the protection of the DA, as well as revealing the fact that he used Seattle teamsters as enforcement to seize control of the gambling and prostitution rackets in Portland. Elkins managed to skate around the questions, hoping to further destroy Tom Mahoney. Of the few resulting convictions, most were slaps on the wrist due to the fact that that city’s infrastructure was so embedded in the vice economy that the city could not operate with its key figures in jail. Elkins skated away on a legal technicality and spent the 60s as a petty criminal before dying in 1968.

In a city with a once-tarnished national image that would later be overshadowed by Cinderella-story basketball teams, microbrews and rampant liberalism, it’s hard to imagine that such a lurid network of corruption ever existed. But, to the few Portlanders who were around during the time when the dark underworld of Portland was reality, it’s a time they most likely want to forget.
The term “fetish” has various connotations stemming from psychosexual (Freudian) to socioeconomic (Marxist) schools of thought, but for all intents and free-porn-magazine purposes, let’s accept a generalized definition of “fucked-up hang-ups that orientate around one or more specific sexual turn-ons that do not fall into the general ‘vanilla sex’ category associated with boring mainstream sex.”

Broadening the term to be more applicable to the strip club environment, fetishes manifest in both physical and idealistic contexts. A “thing for chicks in schoolgirl outfits” may be one customer’s fetish, while purchasing dirty socks from day shift girls may be the preferred fetish of another.

With the above being stated (and ignoring strictly academic categorizations of the term “fetish”), let us now explore the ever-so-sticky territory of common customer fetishes. Not every strip club customer is an ass-or-tits type of dude, considering the wide range of gender orientations, drug habits, personality disorders and general examples of “weirdness” that exist in Portland, learning to cater to a niche genre is not only a wise business decision for any performer to make, but is especially crucial if selling one’s naked body to a sea of eyeballs in a strip club. Industry workers tend to get so used to flashing lights and exposed titties—we often forget that, to most people, we still represent a dark subsection of entertainment culture. Of course, some of your best-tipping customers are strange/awkward/bizarre/annoying. If all they wanted was a good piece of ass to stare at, they would have come home without your g-string and/or not wanting to part with your brand-new Hello Kitty thong.

Proposed Solution: Become a lost-and-found reseller. The dressing room is a wonderful place for entrepreneurially-minded strippers. In most clubs, you will have a lost-and-found collection that consists of found objects that don’t belong to customers. Certain clubs may have a bin or box labeled as such, while others just have that one corner of the dressing room counter that no one uses. Regardless of how you acquire them, remember that used panties are used panties. If you encounter a customer who actually wants to purchase your fish-scented undergarments, he or she is probably not concerned about the size or design of said undergarments. Snag the least-crusty pair from the lost-and-found pile, sell it for a good fifty to a hundred bucks, and if the original owner of the panties ever turns up, offer her a cut of your earnings while politely defending your logic (that you assumed no one would want to reclaim crotch-area clothing that has been sitting backstage in a strip club for weeks).

Customer Fetish 101: An Overview

As a word of general advice, remember that you are working in a strip club. Industry workers tend to get so used to flashing lights and exposed titties—we often forget that, to most people, we still represent a dark subsection of entertainment culture. Of course, some of your best-tipping customers are strange/awkward/bizarre/annoying. If they weren’t, they wouldn’t be in a titty bar alone on a weekend. If all they wanted was a good piece of ass to stare at, they would just stay inside with a bottle of lube and a copy of whatever Deputy Andy suggests this month. The bottom line is simple. You are not your customer’s fantasy, you are to become your customer’s fantasy. If this means stealing some dirty panties, saving the gash-flashing for the V.I.P. and pretending that you want nothing more in life than to get drunk and naked for a living, then so be it. I’m not even about to whine about the DJ cred I’ve lost by adding Britney/Bieber et al to my playlist, but I will brag about the tips I’ve received as a result. Cater to your customers.
Type of Fetish: Casanova / Life-Saver

won't yield a more intimate performance?

gets you into the V.I.P. area, yes, but who's to say that additional dol-

that Jack Shack Jim throws down during your dance. Twenty bucks

your private dance performances by the amount of additional tipping

The Playboy/Exotic/NC-17 customers sitting at your stage won't be-

Grand Canyon viewpoint in the private dance area (for the right price).

ant, make it clear that you are willing to turn your thighs into a virtual

your legs while on the floor or the rack. But, and this is very impor-

around the pole, and do as much windmill/scissoring as possible with

just don't want to be a spread-eagle stripper).

Type of Fetish: Orifice Enthusiast

on shift) into a walking cash crop.

guy in the gray jacket" (the one being avoided by the rest of the girls

a lot of intuition), savvy dancers will learn how to turn "that creepy

sions while working in Portland-area strip clubs. With a little tact (and

of recognizing each of the following archetypes on dozens of occa-

Part 2: Fetishes

do I put up with panty-eater guy without losing my lunch or income?”

market as bizarre as the Rose City. The question thus becomes, “How

orientations, drug habits, personality disorders and general examples

generalized definition of “fetish”), let us now explore the ever-so-sticky

one or more specific sexual turn-ons that do not fall into the gen-

chosexual (Freudian) to socioeconomic (Marxist) schools of thought,

“really nice guy who you would rather not talk about.” No, you are

to your customers.

Proposed Solution: Instead of attempting to fill-in-the-blanks

Assumed Conflict: You would love to ride off into the sunset, but

whine about the DJ cred I've lost by adding Britney/Bieber et al to my

playlist, but I will brag about the tips I've received as a result. Cater

Customer Fetish 101: An Overview
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fish-scented undergarments, he or she is probably not concerned

about the size or design of said undergarments. Snag the least-crusty
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bucks, and if the original owner of the panties ever turns up, offer her

a cut of your earnings while politely defending your logic (that you

of found objects that don't belong to customers. Certain clubs may

ing room is a wonderful place for entrepreneurially-minded strippers.

In most clubs, you will have a lost-and-found collection that consists

of inanimate objects that have been left behind. Here, you can earn:

Proposed Solution: Become a lost-and-found reseller. The dress-

Customer Fetish 101: An Overview

Assumed Conflict: Having to explain to your boyfriend why you

Proposed Solution: Become a lost-and-found reseller. The dress-
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According to an undisputed consensus among broadcast journalism organizations and social networking websites, there have been two equally relevant news items that have graced 2011 thus far. The first was an unpredictable hailstorm of insanity and destruction that forced a significant percentage of otherwise technologically-advanced individuals to desperately succumb to the televised chaos unfolding in front of their very eyes, and the second was an earthquake in Japan. Since my religion forces me to accept that the natural disaster hitting the northern coast of Japan was an act of divine intervention (notably due to Sony’s malicious decision to remove backwards compatibility from all new Playstation 3 consoles), I will use the limited space allotted to me monthly for purposes of exhibiting journalistic integrity to address the concern of the greater majority of our readers that being, the man of the decade, Mister Charlie Sheen.

The first four decades of Charlie Sheen’s life can be summed up in ten words: Wall Street, Ferris Bueller, oblivion, Denise Richards, sitcom, coke habit. It has been a mere two months since the Sheenster was nothing more than another pimple on the face of TMZ, yet the phrases “tiger blood” and “winning” have since taken on near-household vernacular. Having held a steady career presence in that “famous without fans” genre of celebrity (i.e. Bill Pullman, Sally Field, Owen Wilson, etc.), Charlie Sheen recently broke his irrelevancy streak—gaining the attention of literal millions as a result of his disproportionately epic response to otherwise minor Hollywood gossip interviews and news tidbits. Wasting two-thousand words to reiterate the time line between Charlie Sheen’s first sexual encounter (which, according to Playboy, occurred in Vegas when he was fifteen years old and stole his father’s credit card to purchase a hooker) and most recent series of career-redefining wins (the first of which, occurred when Sheen skipped out on work to have a small orgy in the tropics with his multiple live-in pornstar girlfriends) would be redundant. If you aren’t yet hip to the Adonis DNA, put down this magazine and Google the word “char” (autocomplete will take care of the rest for you). The proceeding hour of websurfing will redefine your entire outlook on B-level actors, drug addiction and droopy-eyed armless children.

Now, to those of us lucky enough to have witnessed the second coming of Sheen, let me propose a question: what is it about Charlie Sheen’s slow-motion downward spiral into drugs and depression (copyright VH1) that has turned otherwise profane celebrity gossip into sacred celebrity gospel? B-level actors who do B-level drugs and fuck B-level porn stars while making B-level television shows are a dime a dozen. No one (save for a few entrepreneurially-minded drug dealers and paparazzi photographers) gives two peanuts of a shit about Lindsay Lohan’s latest DUI or the fact that Britney Spears probably has a kid or two that we haven’t yet seen photographed alongside their visibly intoxicated legal guardian. Gary Busey could probably drop N-bombs while freestyle battling Flava Flav and the resulting media backlash (and subsequent YouTube remixes) would last for no more than a week.

Charlie Sheen, on the other hand, has a gift. Somehow the entire world has been eagerly supportive of Chuck’s quest for glorious episodes of winning, and judging by the fact that this article is nearly a month old if you are reading it on anything other than my laptop, Sheen’s dream hasn’t even hit its second REM cycle. In order to better understand the Tiger Blood Phenomenon, I have done some research that has led me toward a concise list of arguable explanations behind Sheen Fever 2011. Listed in ascending order from least to most probable, here are four hypotheses that may help explain why Charlie Sheen is currently bigger than the Beatles and Jesus combined:

**Charlie Sheen Knows How to Exploit the Internet**

Before the man even finished banging his first seven-gram rock, Charlie Sheen had signed up for a Twitter account, launched a live webcam show and, by providing a consistent stream of quote-worthy psychobabble, allowed himself to become the biggest meme since Rick Astley. Shortly after he began threatening his co-workers with multi-million dollar lawsuits and homicidal rages in which armless children would bear witness to the murder of their parents, Sheen assumed an omnipresence over Facebook news streams, humor websites and message boards. Although, similarly undeserving ultra-celebrities like Justin Bieber and Ke$ha (I refuse to put a dollar sign here) are able to brag about unwarranted 24-hour sellouts for their (albeit faked but recognizable professional) live performances, Charlie Sheen, a man who has declared himself a rock star in spirit but has yet to form anything resembling a band (or even a solo rap career), announced a “live national tour” that sold out in eighteen minutes. By wasting no time whatsoever before signing up for the fly-by-night attention garnished by the millions of tweens living online, Charlie Sheen, a man with no history of live performance outside of canned laughter and the occasional late-night talk show appearance, was able to sell out a tour of “maybe he does stand-up or something” tour dates faster than the last three Rolling Stones tours combined. Remember, when he won an Oscar for playing a stockbroker in a movie—he “wasn’t even trying.” Now that he’s investing in blue chips of the social capital variety while outperforming his veteran peers, the man has finally come around.
Charlie Sheen is Unapologetic

In between xenophobic commentary and fear-harvesting news reports, the local talk radio station airs some of the most remarkably amazing public service announcements you will ever hear. A common variety of PSA is the celebrity-misdemeanor-diversion genre, in which a recently arrested star will make a scripted plea for listeners to donate a few bucks to endangered animals, habitat restoration or some other bullshit charity that they didn’t know existed until they had one too many drinks after the awards show and got popped with a DUI. If you can find the culprit of the latest petty crime report on PerezHilton.com, you can usually spot the same offender in a commercial for autistic whales in Uganda or whatnot. That is, unless the culprit is Charlie Sheen.

“I used to bang seven-gram rocks and finish them,” Sheen stated confidently to Andrea Canning during his ABC news interview. “I just blinked and fixed my brain… I will never die. The only thing I’m addicted to now is winning… yes I’m on a drug—it’s called Charlie Sheen, and if you tried it once your face would melt off.” Compare these statements to any statement ever made by any celebrity regarding their past or present drug use. Ranging from utter denial (“I was completely sober when we recorded Chinese Democracy”) to formulaic (“I’m glad I stopped doing ___ or I would be ___ in ___ right now”), the vast majority of bad celebrity testimonials are followed in predictable episodes of relapse or boring displays of sobriety.

Sheen, on the other hand, makes two legendary assumptions regarding the world of substance abuse. First, that everyone else is familiar with death-defying drug binges, or at least the associated nomenclature. It takes a special sort of charisma to assume that a mainstream journalist not only appreciates the triumph that comes from ingesting an entire month’s worth of cocaine in a single sitting, but that her ability to recognize slang (“rocks”) and serving size (seven grams of any legally- ingestible substance is rarely a brag-able offense) should be as seen as a given. Second, that rehabilitation programs are, in fact, the enemy, and that addiction recovery is best fostered amongst porn stars who can appreciate one’s affinity toward #winning. Just to clear the table, Charlie Sheen, in all of his substance-fueled Twitter-happy press-friendly-quote-meme fest, has made attacks at no more than two specific people/entities: the producer of “Two and a Half Men” and Alcoholics Anonymous. Instead of reaching out to other addicts (as Slash once did for him, way back in January) with pleas for active participation in rehab, Charlie Sheen attributes his sobriety (in February Sheen passed four drug tests and allowed weapon-seeking police to search his home) to X-Men like superpowers and a hatred for trolls. It’s not as if Sheen’s habit of #winning was fit for the average weekend warrior, either. We’re talking seven gram rocks. That he finished. Whether or not Charlie Sheen is really Charlie Norris is an issue that has yet to be investigated, but regardless, you have to admire the unapologetic air that surrounds Sheen like weed smoke at a Snoop Dogg show.

Charlie Sheen Represents Freudian Perfection

Freudian psychology for porn mag readers can be summarized hastily as follows; within all of us exist three distinct selves, the “id” (our innermost carnal desires), the “ego” (who we are in function to the world around us) and the “superego” (who we are after six shots of Jack and a free ride in the company limousine). When not masturbating to photos of his mother, Freud advocated a highly-respected position asserting that human psychology, for the most part, is a function of the relationship between these three parts of our personality. Put simply, your superego compensates for what your id is trying to get your ego to fuck/eat/snot/etc., and the internal imbalance between these elements manifests in what is otherwise known as “being human.”

Charlie Sheen is a simmering pot of homicidal lunacy

Okay, so this is the most probable line of reasoning behind the daily “Japan vs. Sheen” debate that is occurring hourly in our remote controls and Facebook posts. The most famous people in the world have always been killers. For one reason or another, the only species with the non-instinctual conscious ability to opt against murdering their own kind enjoys nothing more than the spectacle that surrounds those who do. Call it a hunch, but something tells me we are gonna see “The Sheening” any minute now, and it won’t surprise a soul when Tiger Boy decides that all work and all play makes Sheen decide to turn his next orgy into a snuff film.

Charlie Sheen is inches away from becoming the focus of the next Ann Rule novel. If you don’t believe me, compare some of his more memorable quotes with those of another, equally-famous Charlie:

“Look down at me and you see a fool, look up at me and you see a god, look straight at me and you see yourself.” – Charles Manson

“You either love or you hate. You live in the middle, you get nothing.” – Charlie Sheen

“I can’t dislike you, but I will say this to you: you haven’t got long before you are all going to kill yourselves, because you are all crazy. And you can project it back at me ... but I am only what lives inside each and every one of you.” – Charles Manson

“You have the right to kill me, but you don’t have the right to judge me. That’s life. There’s nobility in that. There’s focus. It’s genuine. It’s crystal and it’s pure and it’s available to everybody, so just shut your traps and put down your McDonalds, your vaccines, your Us Weekly, your TMZ and the rest of it.” – Charlie Sheen

“In my mind’s eye, my thoughts light fires in your cities.” – Charles Manson

“I have defeated this earthworm with my words. Imagine what I would have done with my fire-breathing fists.” – Charlie Sheen

“I hope your dreams take you... to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known.” – Charles Manson

“I think my passion is misinterpreted as anger sometimes. And I don’t think people are ready for the message that I’m delivering, and delivering with a sense of violent love.” – Charlie Sheen

“Living is what scares me. Dying is easy.” – Charles Manson

“Dying’s for fools. Dying’s for amateurs.” – Charlie Sheen

“I will have you removed if you don’t stop. I have a little system of my own.” – Charles Manson

“I live inside the truth and you cannot debate me.” – Charlie Sheen

“I don’t wanna take my time going to work. I got a motorcycle and a sleeping bag and ten or fifteen girls. What the hell I wanna go off and go to work for? Work for what? Money? I got all the money in the world. I’m the king, man... The game is mine. I deal the cards.” – Guess who, then Google…
midst widely-publicized tourist hotspots, so-called “underground” music videos and overplayed niche-marketed restaurants, Portland still holds claim to a significant amount of genuine, non-assimilated counterculture. In order to actually locate said counterculture, however, one must move beyond the realm of disco jockeys and food cards, and into an area of strange devices and dragon-less dungeons. Keeping with this month’s theme, I am proud to offer a completely unpaid endorsement of one of the rare local events that makes me feel as if I still live in last decade’s Portland; Deacon X’s Fetish Night.

The “goth night” may be one of the most underappreciated varieties of after-dark entertainment. Even the darkwave dance scene in Portland has become tired, non-inclusive and predictable (which is ironic considering the fact that most goth-industrial fans tend to seek creative, open-minded and unique environments). Although it may seem as if the scene is dead (bad pun intended), Deacon X’s Fetish Night (DXFN), Portland’s longest-running BDSM/fetish performance show, is a consistent source of unassimilated, leather-bound entertainment. Far from an exclusive environment, DXFN is arguably the classiest place in Portland to watch someone get their ass beat. Although the event appeals to everyone (from the BDSM enthusiast to folks who just want to “see a great show for cheap”), it is BDSM, so make sure you know what you’re walking into.

Presented as “Portland’s original dance, play and performance art event (with) the best in erotic entertainment, patron kink play and pounding sex beats,” DXFN’s website, promotional material and social networking pages emphasize mutual respect among attendees and participants (who range from “curious” to “extreme” players). The list of prohibited activities (which, in any context, always begs the question regarding whether or not said list was generated as a preventative or retroactive measure) is minimal, but does make note (in much more appropriate terminology), that there will be no blood, piss or shit involved in any of the performances. Now, I don’t know about you, but I am always pleased when a website advertising pain play and extreme spanking clearly states that participants are at minimal risk of being pissed on or catching pinkeye.

Set to a soundtrack of DJ-arranged goth-industrial music, DXFN is a fully-staffed production in which audience participants are allowed to do a tad more than the Time Warp. From suspension shows to bondage play, DXFN is a place where, according to one patron, “the kinky ones (get) their asses beaten and everyone else (absorbs) the scenery.” The monthly event (which was moved to Whiskey Bar after the closure of the Berbati’s Pan, the previous location of the event), is held (appropriately) on the third Sunday of every month. Pick the kids up from Sunday school, take a walk in the park, dress down to your best form-fitting leather outfit and relax over a nightcap of suspension hooks and Skinny Puppy. Hell, if you’re really into it, I’m sure you can arrange for a fellow attendee to nail you to a cross and whip you senseless.
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Ink 'n' Pink 7 Deadly Sins

Choose Your Poison Sinners!

Coming Next Month To A Club Near You!

OVER $3,000 IN CASH & PRIZES!
LIVE TATOOING AT ALL EVENTS!

TATOOED ENTERTAINERS - TO REGISTER EMAIL INKNPINK@XMAG.COM
2 SHOWS LEFT TO BOOK! CLUBS PLEASE EMAIL JOHN@XMAG.COM
It’s that time again my friends, to get the scoop on the hottest things crackin’ in the town! As 4-20-2011 approaches, I got the perfect spot for you to check out if you’re a medical marijuana card holder. Plus, everyone loves new music to roll to when the weather starts to warm up, so I have a brand new CD from a local artist I’m so impressed with that I’ve been bumpin’ it since I got it! Wild Wednesdays returns to Club Rouge and much more. So, roll up a fat one, fire it up and let’s go!!!

**FIRST UP: “CANNABLISS”**

This is Portland’s newest spot where medical marijuana card holders can go and medicate in a cool, hip environment. I was recently introduced to Cannabliss by my homeboy, Randon, and I was quite impressed! This place has it all—from the music they play, to the leather sofas and the flat screen in the lounge area, to the pool room. On display, they feature some unique paintings by Randy Boogie. One of my favorite areas was the farmers market. In this room, you can meet various growers like Rose City Remedies, Rotating Head and High Quality Meds. Trust me, they have some of the best medical marijuana around! I was seriously trippin’ because they had more flavors than Baskin & Robbins! No joke!!! There were over fifty different strains on deck and it was all fire! A couple of weeks ago, I tried this honey oil butter that was like pure condensed THC. I’m still high! Damn, it had me feelin’ it! The other day I caught up with the owners of Cannabliss, Matt and Josh. Matt told me that the name “Cannabliss” was the first name that came to his mind. He said, “We wanted to bring the medical marijuana community closer, and give them somewhere nice to come and socialize.” They have only been open since January 2011 and are gaining more popularity each day. Cannabliss is open 7 days a week. Monday-Friday 10am-8pm and Saturday-Sunday 12pm-8pm. On 4-20-2011, they are having a Grand Opening Party for their new movie theater located upstairs above the lounge. Wow, a place besides home where you can smoke big while checking out a flick! That’s what’s up man! For medical marijuana card holders, your first time visit is free! There is a $5.00 charge after that or you can pay $20.00 for the entire month. Cannabliss is located in southeast Portland at 1917 S.E. 7th Ave. On Saturday, April 23, DJ “X” Factor will be spinning cutz live at Cannabliss. He will be joined by Big Dub of Trillion Cuts performing songs off the new Heavily Medicated CD. Plus, the heavy-hitting hip hop producer C-Note, will also be making a live guest appearance! The live music and performances will be from 7pm-10pm. For more info on Cannabliss make sure to check out their website at thecannabliss.com, Keep it crackin’ ya’ll and I’ll be back in the building real soon!!!

**NEXT UP: “JUMA’S HITTIN’ HARD!!!”**

Recently, I was pleasantly surprised by the hard hittin’ tracks on Juma’s new CD “Strictly For My City”! It was a breath of fresh air to hear a local artist come so real with every track slappin’! His lyrics are a testimony of his trials, tribulations and the journey he is currently on. There should be more artists like this cat that aren’t afraid to share their true-life stories with their music fans! Juma will also be performing live at Wild Wednesdays on April 13 at Club Rouge. To get his music, go to iTunes, CD Baby and Rhapsody. You’re right on point with this one Juma—thanks for givin’ the town some true shit!!!

**SWINGER HOT SPOTS**

After weeks of hearing about Ron Jeremy’s Club Sesso swingers’ club, I finally got the chance to check it out. It was one of the best times I’ve had out in a while!!! On top of that, the night I was invited, it happened to be Ron Jeremy’s birthday party, so you know it was goin’ down real big!!! The place was packed from top to bottom, with freaky situations happening in several of their private rooms! The club in general had a real sexy vibe! Ron Jeremy was in rare form and was kissing and signing all the beautiful boobs in the house. We had a blast Ron! Big ups!!! I will definitely be making a return trip! (Ed. If you’re looking for swinging action on the southeast side, be sure to check out Angel’s Sensual Social Club.)

**HONEY OF THE MONTH**

This month’s winner is the adorable and sexy “Gabby” of Club Rouge. Make sure you come in and check her out! She puts on a real spicy stage show.

**MACK’S JOINTZ**

Wednesday Nights- Wild Wednesdays @ Club Rouge

Saturday, April 23, 2011- Cannabliss “Live” featuring Big Dub, C-Note and DJ X Factor spinnin’ cutz!

Until next month, ya’ll keep it crackin’!!! One love, J.Mack!
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After weeks of hearing about Ron Jeremy's Club Sesso swingers club, I finally got the chance to check it out. It was one of the best times I've had out in a while!!! On top of that, the night I was invited, it happened to be Ron Jeremy's birthday party, so you know it was goin' down real big!!! The place was packed from top to bottom, with freaky situations happening in several of their private rooms! The club in general had a real sexy vibe! Ron Jeremy was in rare form and was kissing and signing all the beautiful boobs in the house. We had a blast Ron! Big ups!! I will definitely be making a return trip!
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The last girl I was with wanted me to choke her,” he said. I looked at his face for a hint of either disgust or arousal. When I saw traces of both, I realized this was a test. He was asking for my approval. I blushed and told him that my jaw had been dislocated by a boyfriend once. He smiled and whispered, “hot,” instantly realizing we had a satisfying sexual chemistry to look forward to. When people’s fetishes are compatible, it’s a wonderful find. It’s the perfect connection, where, for example, the Dom can command power over a willing and eager sub, or two biters can happily tear each other to shreds.

But what happens when someone’s kink isn’t up the same alley, or even in the same city as their potential lover’s? There was a reason this guy didn’t offer the info up right away. He needed my approval or rejection before he would fess up to actually being the instigator of the choking. Why? Because people are very judgmental by nature, especially when it comes to sex and deviancy. There’s a huge amount of hypocrisy when it comes to fetishes and kink. Furries, for example (people who like to dress up as animals before mating) get a lot of criticism. A lot of individuals think it’s “too weird.” Yet those same individuals dress up as babies on Friday nights and breastfeed off their Daddies before being tucked in to bed! People who like to have their balls squished by stilettos may realize their fetish is a little fucked, but it’s nowhere near as bad as people who play with poop. The people who play with poop join scat parties and judge the blood sports going on in the next room…and everyone, fetishists nationwide, band together to hate on the animal fuckers.

There are lines to be crossed, with varying degrees of acceptability. When asked, a lot of people will say, “I’m pretty much into everything except poop, or anything to do with animals or children.” Ok, let’s take a quick breather and remember that bestiality and kiddie porn aren’t fetishes, they are crimes. The parties in question (animals and kids) cannot legally give consent. Furthermore, since sodomy was still illegal in 14 states up until 2003, I’m sure there are laws that prohibit sex play as well. It’s important to note that the only reason these activities are illegal is because of our current society’s tastes, or distastes. I am in no way condoning child porn or animal fucking, but it does call into question the desires behind the actions. If a man desires his horse but doesn’t ever act on it, he’s still considered a disgusting human being. He couldn’t ever admit his equestrian passions in polite company. Why is that? Too many people say, “It’s unnatural,” but how is it any worse than people who like to be tortured before they fuck?

There are chain retail stores tailored to meet the needs of numerous fetishes, as long as they’re within the boundaries of being “socially acceptable.” There are entire communities, websites, blogs, meet ups, and buttloads (so many fun word choices here) of porn sites, tailored to the most depraved kinks you can think of. It’s not like the people who stray “too far” past the line are only made up of a handful of freaks who ruin it for the rest of us. The truth is, that the more objectionable a kink is, the more intriguing it can be. We’ve become desensitized to porn, sexual images, and acts of immorality. Unless clowns are fucking donkeys in a nursery, it’s considered “run-of-the-mill” porn. Like everything else, we need bigger, better and more. Don’t believe me? I have four words for you: “Two Girls, One Cup.”

“Fetish” is defined as “sexual attraction to objects, body parts, or situations not conventionally viewed as being sexual in nature.” First, we need to remember that “conventional” is “established by general consent or accepted usage,” and we all know that what the general population does behind closed doors is vastly different from the images they portray to the public. Talk to the Catholics if you don’t agree. More importantly, however, is the reality that fetishes are compulsions. They are not things we choose in childhood (although that’s where a lot of them develop). It’s not like people wake up one day and make the conscious decision to have a particular fetish. “Hey mom, when I grow up, I’m gonna let men who are twice my age shove unusually large objects into my ass!”

Just as we don’t choose who we love, we don’t choose what turns us on. I often ask myself, “what if someone I love came to me and confessed an attraction to something I found repulsive?” I’m not talking about S&M or something that’s accepted openly even in some circles. What if your partner, your best friend, your daughter or someone you really truly loved, admitted that they masturbate to horse porn? Once you realized that they weren’t joking, what would you do? Would you ever be able to look at them the same? If you love someone, aren’t you supposed to love all of them, especially things they have no control over? Ok, maybe that’s taking it a little far. What about judgments we make on the desires of complete strangers? How many of us laugh at people we deem “chubby chasers”? Why are Cougars acceptable but Sugar Daddies are dirty perverts? Why do men check out hot women, only to freak out when they find out “she” is a “he”? Why are women who wear sock garters so hot, but men who wear panties under their jeans sick?

Fetishes are no different than culinary tastes. It’s a proclivity we’re born with. Some people like tomatoes. Some like being pissed on. Whether or not I like my salad tossed or my “salad tossed” is up to me, and no one should judge me for it. If nothing else, we should all be free to express our sexual desires to those we are considering having sex with and it shouldn’t be an agonizing game of dropping hints and second guessing. Unless, of course, you’re into that kind of thing.
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I’ve dabbled in the art of entertaining fetishes and have failed miserably. My toes too closely resemble hands, which was a turn-off to the foot fetish guy I dated. On the flip side, it was a total turn-on to my go-go wifey, Nikki, who actually has a hand fetish. She likes to put far too much lotion on my hands and squeals in delight as I struggle to rub it all in. It can take up to half an hour sometimes. She makes me do this while watching The Labyrinth and anything resembling David Bowie will make go-go London’s britches fall down. Literally. The girl goes bananas. Our exhibitionist go-go, Pistolita, gets extra hot and bothered by having sex on film or in front of a mirror. She’s kinkier than that. Rumor has it that her go-go tip money will be going toward getting mirrors placed on her bedroom ceiling.

In attempts to tap into my own dirty raunchy side, I’ve learned I smile too much to be a dominatrix. In addition to my so-happy-and-gay ways, my short term memory loss caused me to forget my own safe word which was “ticklish party.” But in my defense, tickling is still fun, even if you are bound and gagged in a cheerleader’s outfit. Talk about “Go, Fight, Win.”

When faced with this month’s fetish theme, I really had to dig deep. The initial word association reminds me of the song What’s Your Fantasy by Ludacris. You know, the one where he goes, “I wanna li-li-li-lick you from yo head to yo toes.” I suppose words can be a bit of a fetish for me, because describing the act can feel like the real thing. That’s why I’m a writer; literacy turns me on. While sex is the only messy, sweaty, naked workout that can be rewarded with a post-climax turkey sandwich, I find the idea of sexual desires and fetishes to be far more exciting than the act itself. Is it possible for a fetish to be a profound fascination with fetishists? If so, that would describe me, Miss Hendrix. The animalistic desire of human beings really revs my engine. I can get off just by being in the same room with a sex addict itching for their next fix. Perhaps I’ll even assist in the instigation by teasing, all while pretending to be completely oblivious to your “suffering.” My sinister smile will be a sure sign of my innocently wicked ways.

Fetishes should be embraced in all magnitudes—as they are much better than their extreme opposites, phobias. My phobia is a crippling fear of the childhood pastime, Slip ‘n’ Slides. I cannot watch or participate in this slippery wet summertime fun. Speaking of wet, Nikki won’t dare swim in wild water and London avoids dipping into deep water. Both go-gos will pose in bathing suits looking totally fly on the beach, but good luck getting much further than that. Pistolita’s phobia is watching people shave as she doesn’t trust anyone with a razor. Don’t test her on this, shit could get bloody.

Phobias are crippling, making you feel weak and inferior to whatever you are afraid of. Fetishes, on the other hand, provide a feeling of exhilaration, pleasure and excitement. Watching the Dante’s Sinferno go-go dancers, for instance, is an act of fetish in its own right. A gang of pseudo-teenage girls dancing in underwear, bedazzled to the max in glitter and costume jewelry. To the patrons viewing our naughty displays of awesome, we are just the right fix for sexual healing. We are a sexy illusion, like hologram stickers. I might be going out on a limb here, but I’d say that makes us desirable—irresistible even. When you’re jonesin’ to see hot, scantily-clad, barely legal tenderonis resembling your teenage daughter’s best friend booty-bopping around to bombastic beats, you know where to find us. Fetishists welcome… and encouraged.

“I HAVE A FETISH FOR DAMSELS IN DISTRESS.”

“DON’T BE SEXIST.”

“NOT AT ALL. MY SERVICES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE TO GENTLEMEN IN DISTRESS. IT’S AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FETISH.”

-CASSANDRA CLARE, CITY OF GLASS
I ways, my short-term memory loss caused me to forget my own safe word which was “tickle party.” But in my defense, tickling is still fun.

What’s Your

In attempts to tap into my own dirty raunchy side, I’ve learned I smile too much to be a dominatrix. In addition to my so-happy-and-gay phobias. My phobia is a crippling fear of the childhood pastime, Slip ‘n’ Slides. I cannot watch or participate in this slippery wet summertime fun. Speaking of wet, Nikki won’t dare swim in wild water and London avoids dipping into deep water. Both go-gos will pose in bathing suits looking totally fly on the beach.

The Labyrinth and anything resembling David Bowie will make go-go London’s britches fall to put far too much lotion on my hands and squeals in delight as I struggle to rub it all in. It can take up to half an hour sometimes.

She makes me do this while watching the Dante’s Sinferno go-go dancers, for instance, is an act of fetish in its own right. A gang of pseudo-teenage girls dancing in underoos, bedazzled to the max in glitter and costume jewelry. To the patrons viewing our naughty displays, Fetishes should be embraced in all magnitudes—as they are much better than their extreme opposites, Philip, on the other hand, provides a feeling of exhilaration, pleasure and excitement.

When you’re jonesin’ to see hot, scantily-clad, barely legal tender is resembling your teenage daughter’s best friend booty-bopping off the stage and very flexible scheduling. To the patrons viewing our naughty displays, Fetishes should be embraced in all magnitudes—as they are much better than their extreme opposites, Philip, on the other hand, provides a feeling of exhilaration, pleasure and excitement.

Animals and very flexible scheduling. To the patrons viewing our naughty displays, Fetishes should be embraced in all magnitudes—as they are much better than their extreme opposites, Philip, on the other hand, provides a feeling of exhilaration, pleasure and excitement.

I can get off just by being in the same room innocently wicked ways.

MAYN’T GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
Portland’s newest northeast club is hiring dancers. Call Josh for details (503) 536-3072.

DANCERS WANTED FOR MONTEGO’S!
No stage fees, no agency…

Just a fun and easy environment to work in. No pole dancing, nude for dollars, no drama. No experience necessary. Auditions daily from 7pm-1am. 6210 NE Columbia Blvd. Donna (503) 960-5930

DANCERS WANTED!
No experience necessary. Easygoing environment, $5 shift fees and very flexible scheduling. For auditions/booking (503) 289-1351

ALL-NEW BOOM ROOM!
New look! New sound! New feel! Classy exotic dance club on upscale SW Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality dancers. Call (503) 379-8644 Auditions daily 2pm - 8pm

LURE EXOTIC LOUNGE
Auditions daily from 2pm - 8pm. Free meal per shift. 21+ years. Come in and call (503) 344-3320

STARS CABARET
1550 Weston Court NE
Salem, OR
(503) 370-8063
Auditions Daily

NEW ATTITUDE! NO DRAMA! LOWER FEES!
Stars Cabaret Beaverton is under new management and hiring top NW entertainers for day, mid and evening shifts. Please contact the club for schedule and audition info at (503) 350-0868

BOTTOMS UP IS AUDITIONING!
Now auditioning 18 & over. Call for details:
Sam (503) 314-9514 or (503) 621-9844

CLUB ROUGE IS HIRING
PORTLAND’S TOP ENTERTAINERS
Drop-in auditions are 3pm-6pm Mon.-Fri. Call the club for an appointment outside those times (503) 227-3936.

PIRATES COVE, NICOLAI ST. CLUBHOUSE AND RIVERSIDE CORRAL
Now hiring dancers for all shifts. Pirate’s Cove - auditions for 21+ Mon-Wed 3pm-6pm, Call for audition (503) 268-7429

THE ALL-NEW STARS CABARET BRIDGEPORT
is seeking professional entertainers and staff! You have seen the rest, now come work with the best! Contact Joel @ 503-726-2403

DEVIL DANCER PROMOTIONS
Booking 4 Casa Dastio & other strip clubs. Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies. Make more $$$ than God! 18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $1 per shift. Call (503) 222-6610 now! www.DevilDancer.com

CABARET 1 & II
503 W. Burnside & 17544 SE Stark St. Hiring girls 18 & over. Call (503) 525-4500 or (503) 252-3529 for auditions.

THE PALLAS CLUB AND DREAM ON SALOON
are now hiring dancers 18 and over. Call (503) 816-4174

Dream On - Jersey (503) 428-1760 for scheduling

Lucky Devil & Devils Point
Sexy girls audition now at Lucky Devil 12 noon - 7pm or Call (503) 616-5499

Shimmers and Glimmers Are Hiring
Looking to hire hot dancers. No stage fees. Personality and looks a must. Auditions Tues. - Fri. 11am - 4pm. Call Mike for more info (503) 313-7311

Landing Strip
Now hiring fun, energetic, hot dancers. No experience necessary! Auditions daily from 7pm-1am. 6210 NE Columbia Blvd. Donna (503) 960-5930

Now Hiring Hot Models
18+ for female-owned, 24 hour, upscale, clean facility. Call (503) 593-0595

Now Hiring Females & Couples
DESPERATEENTREPRENEURS.COM
Same day cash paid. Send full-body pics to Admin@MediaOriginals.com (503) 586-8759

Mynt Gentlemen’s Club
Portland’s newest northeast club is hiring dancers. Call Josh for details (503) 536-3072.

Dancers Wanted for MonteGo’s!
No stage fees, no agency…

Just a fun and easy environment to work in. For auditions, please call Alisa (503) 737-7180

OH Zone
Now hiring hot models! No shift fees, no pole dancing! Flexible schedule. Donna (503) 960-5930

ADULT MOVIES
500+ $5 each. • Old • Young • Gang • Solo
• Tiny • Big Tits • Animal • Nudist
Can trade for...? Call 8am-11pm. Herm (503) 991-2856

Get an ego boost with a sexy photo shoot!
CHRISALLENPHOTOS.COM/EXOTIC/EXOTIC

Hypnox Photography
WWW.HYPNOX.COM • (206) 326-3853

Classifieds
Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds

ADVERTISE HERE 503-804-4479
EARN $1,200 TO $5,000 WEEKLY!

GUAM DANCERS WANTED

Earn great income while working on the beautiful tropical island of Guam!

- Free round-trip airfare
- Housing provided
- Beautiful island of Guam
- Additional $500 week salary
- Drink & dance commissions + tips
- Guam seafood & local fare

Guam is U.S. territory located in the Western Pacific.

Call 671-358-3360 or email clubspotguam.net

> WWW.MYSPACE.COM/CLUBSPOTGUAM
> View Our Video On YouTube
> Search ClubSpotGuam

ESCAPE THE HARD ECONOMIC TIMES...

OUR WEATHER IS FANTASTIC AND BUSINESS IS BOOMING...

~ INCLUDES SALARY ~

CLUB G SPOT
Gentlemen's Club

on the U.S. Island of Guam!

око до Карловаца

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED

Excellent Earning Opportunity!

$30/Week Salary + TIPS

Dance Commission + Food & Drink

Must Be At Least 18 Years Old

Call 671-358-4497

ClubTony@GClubGuam.com

www.ClubTony.GClubGuam.com

BEAUTIFUL ENTERTAINERS

NOW HIRING TO CAMEL SALOON IN ALASKA

MAY HAVE SOMETIMESNUDE OR RECREATIONAL EXPERIENCE

CALL 406-729-2279 OR 406-395-6520

WE ARE IN A DOWNTOWN LOCATION IN ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

Army & Navy Accidental Deaths Provided For A 2 Or More Month Contract

CLUB TONY

OPEN DAILY 9PM-3AM

Located In The Heart Of Ft. McHenry Park

Dancers On Your Presence

We Are Located In The Heart Of Ft. McHenry Park

EARN THE WEALTH

What Alaska Has To Offer!
Now Hiring Motivated and Reliable Entertainers for One of the Northwest’s Premier Gentlemen’s Clubs!

- Must be determined & dependable
- Top-quality clientele offering big $$$ opportunities
- Friendly, safe & secure environment
- Earn cash daily!

Call Kathy to schedule auditions at (503) 415-1302

Casa Diablo is the only strip club from Portland to make www.TUSCL.com’s TOP 100 strip clubs in North America list.

We are fun and drama free.
If you liked the movie “Dusk Till Dawn,”
then you’re going to love us!
Shift fee is only $1.
18+, no experience necessary.
Auditions every Fri. and Sat. @ 7pm.
503-222-6600 • www.CasaDiablo.com

HOTGRLZ.com
exotic dancer representation

Exclusive booking agent for:

BOOK YOUR AUDITION TODAY 503-619-5602

RMF Entertainment

#1 booking agency in the NW
acquiring new talent daily

we love dancers!
call August 503-719-1937

Dream On Saloon

NOW HIRING DANCERS 18 & OVER
CALL CLUBS OR
PALLAS - JOHN 503-818-4174
DREAM ON - JERSEY 503-428-1760
FOR SCHEDULING

Artistry of Makeup

by Melissa Riggs
makeup artist
503.960.4875

Dennis Hof’s World Famous Bunny Ranch

NOW HIRING FUN GIRLS
If you are over 18, outgoing, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madame Suzette a call TOLL FREE 888-286-6922, or 775-246-9901. We will work around your schedule and provide housing. Visit us at www.bunnyranch.com (You don’t have to be on TV.)

We’re Social!

Facebook.com/Xotica
Twitter.com/ExoticMag
Dear Sheena,

Thank you for writing in. I appreciate all the compliments. I’m sure that many men have had that very same question. Here’s the quick answer. From what I hear, balls perform best when colder than body temperature. So, my advice is to keep them icy. Don’t wear tight jeans, speedos, leotards or any banana hammock-type of underwear! Occasionally, while you are in the car, put that icy Big Gulp cup right up in between your balls and let them produce! I will be doing more research, but in the mean time, no asparagus (it supposedly depletes your reserves) and keep them gems chilled! This is a great question and I thank you because I’d bet that many fellas have wanted to ask, but don’t have the balls to write in (pun intended). Please write me an update on how it goes!

Dear Sheena,

How can I avoid being a ‘two-minute man’ in the bedroom?  

Every time I put my game face on, but when it comes down to it, I get so turned on with my girlfriend I blow right away. Plus, I rarely can go twice. What do you suggest? How can I make it last a little longer? Thanks for your columns. I enjoy reading what you have to say from a girl’s point of view.

Harry

Hello Harry,

Let’s revisit this age old question on how to last a little longer. Everybody has their own tricks that they believe will make them keep it up in the bedroom. Now, you’ll have to see which one works for you, but I’ll give you a few good ones. Hopefully they will help you out!

• Get the first one out of the way by masturbating before sex.
• Do math problems in your head.
• Try the old squeeze your ball or pinch your penis trick.
• Bite your tongue.
• Slap yourself.
• Think of an ugly girl.
• Kama Sutra techniques suggest requiring a long foreplay session (my personal favorite!)
• Put your finger in your ass. This tends to slow down most ejaculations dramatically. (If you like beads in your ass or other ass-stuff this may not work.)
• Do not do doggy-style or any other movements that are fast, hard or deep. These types of movements are critically damaging to your quest for endurance. Take it slow.
• Think of her orgasm, not yours.

Last month, I checked out Ron Jeremy’s Club Sesso before his huge birthday party. I went to interview Ron Jeremy for Stripperland TV! Believe it or not, it was my first time at Club Sesso (which might surprise and baffle all of you). You can see this interview up soon on YouTube. For my faithful and sexy readers, I feel the most important thing I can tell you are “the rules”. In case any of the couples would like to visit a swingers club and are curious… this is what you need to know!

SWINGER CLUB ETIQUETTE:

• No cell phone use (including texting)
• Ask before you touch.
• No means NO. Do not ask again.
• Do not stalk people.
• Treat everyone with dignity and respect.
• Do not open closed doors.
• Do not interrupt others.
• Do NOT BE CREEPY!
• Do not masturbate outside the play area.
• Clean up your own mess.
• Use common sense.

So, if you can follow these simple rules and you like to swing, then swing your way to your favorite swinger’s club! You can check out where I am next on sheenag.com and take a listen to some of my music. Thanks to all of my readers for your emails. I am so happy I’m able to give each of you a little taste of some healthy sex talk tips! You can write to me at sheena@pdxgirls.com. Have a great month full of sex in the city!

All good things,
Dear Sheena,
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• Do not masturbate outside the play area.
• DO NOT BE CREEPY!
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Let's revisit this age old question on how to last a little longer.

Hello Harry,
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Now hiring fun girls. If you are over 18, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madam Gazette a call at 888-BUNNYRANCH. We will work around your schedule, provide housing and you don't have to be on TV.

Information available at 888-BUNNYRANCH or WWW.BUNNYRANCH.COM

Minutes from Reno & Lake Tahoe • Always open • Always Fun
• Full bar • Unique gift shop • Senior & servicemen discounts
The Ed Forman Show is a late-night talk show hosted by Ed Forman, who presents himself as a motivational speaker and Portland icon. The show is known for its uncensored content, featuring a variety of guests, including musicians, comedians, and local personalities. Ed’s gig comes complete with a band, “Them The Band”, and his own house band, “Charlie Sheen”. The show often invites obscure celebrity guests such as Hank Williams Jr. or Adam Richman from Man vs. Food. It’s the place for me! There’s a giant mural of VooDoo Doughnut made Ed his own spot. That’s why I’ve decided to dedicate this article to the various entertaining things that take place on 3rd & Burnside.

This month, I’d like to talk about my new favorite night of the week, Tuesdays. When you have a job like mine, days of the week don’t really mean much. A Saturday and a Tuesday are pretty much the same. Except on Tuesday nights, there happens to be some really fun things to do in town. My favorite activities are at Dante’s, and the best part is that they start early, so I can get home early if I want to. I like to start my evening off with DSL Open Mic Comedy hosted by my girl, Rochelle Love, starting at 8:45 to get my laugh on—that is just an appetizer for the evening. The main course at 10 pm is Mr. Tuesday Night himself, none other than Ed Forman presenting The Ed Forman Show.

As for his guests, who are they? Mr. Forman often invites obscure celebrity guests such as Hank Williams Jr. or Adam Richman from Man vs. Food to take the stage. Ed Forman even has the moxie to raise them from the dead, with guests like old Portland icon Ramblin’ Rod, Bob Ross the painter and James Jameson. There are also local celebrities and characters. He’s had the Mayors of Portland, Eugene, Salem, Tualatin, Beaverton and Vancouver on the program. He’s hosted the Blazers’ Channing Frye, Jeff Pendergraph and Patty Mills. He’s had a lot of musician guests too, including colorful characters like Working Kirk (the guy who does magic tricks and plays trumpet downtown dressed in a white tuxedo and Mickey Mouse ears). He’s also had local favorite, Elvis, who plays guitar and charms the ladies down at Saturday Market. For his 250th Edition, Tres Shannon and Cat Daddy of VooDoo Doughnut made Ed his own doughnut. Lots of strippers make it on as guests and club owners too. I’ve even been a guest myself!

There are a few things you can expect every week from the Ed Forman Show. One of those is a special motivational moment that’s intended to help get a male audience member laid, preparing him with the proper lesson and attire, some liquid courage and pre-written pickup lines. Ed sends the lucky guy out into the crowd to prey on chicks. One night, I watched him motivate a Greshamite by teaching him to be a Portland hipster—complete with black frame glasses, Portland wallet, messenger bag, and moustache makeover. He even equipped him with vinyl from bands such as “The Novemberists” and “Leverage” and made sure to teach him the lingo of Portland, “Recycling: If you don’t recycle in Portland you’re a racist!”

While Ed can resurrect relics of the past, he cannot predict the future as far as guests go. But, he does have a future wishlist. On that list are Gus Van Sant, Storm Large, the cast members of Portlandia and Leverage as well as potential guests from out of town, especially touring bands. He’d also love to have the Mayor of Portland on again. Maybe you’re somebody Ed Forman needs to get to know? If you’re looking for a terrific Tuesday, then go down to Dante’s and catch an episode of Portland’s own late-night reality talk show, The Ed Forman Show. While you’re down there, look around… the entertainment might just be coming around the corner right at you on 3rd and Burnside.
EASTER STRIPPARAOKE

B-DAY BASH FOR BRODIE!

SUNDAY, APRIL 24

UPCOMING SHOWS

MONDAY 04/18 SYDSTYC'S SLAUGHTER HOUSE B-DAY PARTY
FRIDAY 04/22 LIVE MUSIC - EDDIE SPAGHETTI W/ MICHAEL BEAM DAMRON
SUNDAY 04/24 EASTER STRIPPARAOKE B-DAY PARTY FOR BRODIE
MONDAY 04/25 GWEN'S B-DAY PARTY W/ FIRE STRIPPERS

FEATURING
BRODIE, ROCKET, PIPER & BERLIN W/ KJ ZERO, LISA & BRIE!

“Portland’s Rock-N-Roll Strip Club”

DEVILS POINT

5305 SE FOSTER RD. (503) 774-4513

OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK

FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPOINT • WWW.DEVILSPOINTBAR.COM

NOW HIRING TALENTED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS • CALL OR TEXT (503) 616-5489 OR EMAIL PICS TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM
FOR LIVE MUSIC AND DANCERS' SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ MYSPACE.COM/DEVILSPOINT & FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPOINT
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5305 SE FOSTER RD. (503) 774-4513
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FOR LIVE MUSIC AND DANCERS' SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ MYSPACE.COM/DEVILSPOINT & FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPOINT
PORTLAND’S NEWEST NORTHEAST GENTLEMEN’S CLUB! NEWLY REMODELED AND KEEPS GETTING BETTER!

ALWAYS FREE PARKING/
FREE VALET PARKING ON WEEKENDS

DAILY FOOD SPECIALS

LIQUOR SPECIALS DAILY!
(WITH FREE GIFTS)

EVERY DAY IS OUR HARDCORE HAPPY HOUR
DRINK SPECIALS FROM 3PM-5PM

LAST CHANCE TO GO TO VIXENRIVALRY.COM
& VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE MYNT VIXEN ISIS!
VIXENRIVALRY.COM/USER/PROFILE/ISIS2017

FRIDAYS 3PM - 9PM
$4.99 STEAK & JUMBO SHRIMP

EASTER SUNDAY
DRINK SPECIAL & EGG HUNT

3390 NE SANDY BLVD • PORTLAND, OR 97232 • MON - SUN 3PM - 2AM • 503-208-2496 • CLUBMYNT.COM
SISTER CLUBS...

HOME OF THE COVERGIRLS!
Portland's Premier Totally Nude Bar! First & Still The Best!

TRY OUR BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGE

TWO-FOR-TUESDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS

Dance Contest
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20

HAPPY HOUR BLOWOUT - 10:30AM - 5PM DAILY
IF OUR WELL DRINKS ARE REGULARLY $2.50, IMAGINE OUR HAPPY HOUR PRICES!

NEW
HEAT

Where Steamy Hot Girls Make Your Dreams Come True!
GO-GO CAGE STAGE • LASER LIGHT SHOWS • STRIPPER POOL
• LARGE PRIVATE DANCE ROOM • PARTY PACKAGES

EVERYDAY • 10oz NY STRIP $7.50
WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS
BEST THING YOU’VE EVER PUT IN YOUR MOUTH!

50¢ SLIDER TUESDAYS • IPA DRAFT SPECIAL

Wahoo Wednesdays
DROP IN WEDNESDAY NIGHTS FROM 8PM-10PM
FOR OUR FAMOUS BEER SPECIAL. YOU KNOW WHAT WE MEAN?

DOUBLE TROUBLE THURSDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS & 50¢ TACOS

HAPPY HOUR • 10:30AM - 5PM DAILY
REALLY UNBELIEVABLE PRICES! NO REALLY!

www.Club205Live.com
9939 SE Stark St • Portland, OR 97216
503.256.0527 • 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily • No Cover

www.HeatGentlemensClub.com
12131 SE Holgate Blvd • Portland, OR 97266
503.762.2857 • 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily • No Cover

For Auditions Call
503.619.5602
Happy Hour
4PM-6PM
ALL LOCATIONS

![Image of a woman in a golf outfit]

**STARS cabaret**
SALEM • BEAVERTON • BRIDGEPORT • BEND

**Beaverton**
503.350.0868
4570 SW LOMBARD • 97005

**POST-MASTERS GOLF PARTY**
Wednesday, April 20th
Free Admission When Wearing Golf Gear
Putting Contest • Cash Prizes!

**SPRING FLING**
Friday, April 29th
Free Admission When Wearing Summer Clothes,
A Bikini Or Board Shorts
Wet T-Shirt Contest • Cash Prizes!

**FREE LUNCH!!**
First 10 People That Order Lunch, Get It FREE!
Every Day • Mon-Sat Open At 11AM

---

**Salem**
503.370.8063
1550 WESTON CT, NE • 97301

**MOTOCROSS MAYHEM**
Saturday, April 9th
Extreme Giveaways Including AMA Supercross Tickets
Also...

**DIRTY BURGERS**
Launch Party
Sponsored By:
- DTR Racing
- Motolife
- White Knuckle Racing
- And Life's A Drag

---

**Bridgeport**
503.725.2403
17939 SW MEEWAN RD • 97224

**WINNING - THE PARTY!**
Saturday, April 23rd
Do It Like "Sheen" Does!

**4/20 HUMP DAY**
Wednesday, April 20th

**S.I.N. EASTER**
Sunday, April 24th
(Celebrate Easter As Only Industry People Can)

**RUDE, CRUDE & FOOD**
Every Saturday Night
(It's Your Own Personal Comedy Roast!)

---

**$5 LUNCH SPECIAL**
MON-FRI 11AM-4PM
ALL LOCATIONS

**www.StarsCabaret.com**

**FREE PRIME RIB**
6-9PM W/PAID ADMISSION
Mon-Salem & Bridgeport
Wed-Beaverton

Now Hiring Top NW Entertainers And Staff. Apply In Person At All Locations.

OUR FOURTH LOCATION IS LOCATED IN BEND / 197 NE THIRD ST / 541.388.4081